The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) has now days gained tremendous attentions for solving large-scale machine learning and signal processing problems due to the relative simplicity. However, the two-block structure of the classical ADMM still limits the size of the real problems being solved. When one forces a more-than-two-block structure by variable-splitting, the convergence speed slows down greatly as observed in practice. Recently, a randomly assembled cyclic multi-block ADMM (RAC-MBADMM) was developed by the authors for solving general convex and nonconvex quadratic optimization problems where the number of blocks can go greater than two so that each sub-problem has a smaller size and can be solved much more efficiently. In this paper, we apply this method to solving few selected machine learning problems related to convex quadratic optimization, such as Linear Regression, LASSO, Elastic-Net, and SVM. We prove that the algorithm would converge in expectation linearly under the standard statistical data assumptions. We use our general-purpose solver to conduct multiple numerical tests, solving both synthetic and large-scale benchmark problems. Our results show that RAC-MBADMM could significantly outperform, in both solution time and quality, other optimization algorithms/codes for solving these machine learning problems, and match up the performance of the best tailored methods such as Glmnet or LIBSVM. In certain problem regions RAC-MBADMM even achieves a superior performance than that of the tailored methods.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the linearly constrained quadratic convex minimization model with an objective function that is the sum of separable linear term and a coupled quadratic function: min 1 2 x
T H x + c T x
where H ∈ R n×n , H 0, A ∈ R m×n , the vector b ∈ R m and possible constraint set X includes R n , R n + , {0, 1} n and so on. The classical augmented Lagrangian function of (1) is
where y ∈ R m is the Lagrangian multiplier and β > 0 is a given penalty parameter.
Problem (1) naturally arises from applications such as machine and statistical learning, image processing, tensor decomposition, matrix completion or decomposition, manifold optimization, data clustering and many other problems of practical importance. To solve problem (1), we propose the randomly assembled cyclic multi-block alternating direction method of multipliers (RAC-MBADMM), a novel algorithm that mitigates the problem of slow convergence and divergence issues found in [10] of the classical cyclic multi-block alternating direction method of multipliers (cyclic-ADMM) when applied to problems with cross-block coupled variables.
ADMM was originally proposed in 1970's [20, 21] and it embeds a Gaussian-Seidel decomposition into each iteration of the augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) ( [23, 39] ). After a long period without too much attention ADMM has recently gained in popularity for a broad spectrum of applications [17, 26, 28, 36, 44] . Problems successfully solved by ADMM range from classical linear programming (LP), semidefinite programming (SDP) and quadratically constrained quadratic programming (QCQP) applied to partial differential equations, mechanics, image processing, statistical learning, computer vision and similar problems (for examples see [7, 25, 29, 34, 38, 47] ) to emerging areas such as deep learning [48] , medical treatment [52] and social networking [1] . ADMM is shown to be a good choice for problems where high accuracy is not a requirement but a "good enough" solution is needed and to be found fast. The (Cyclic) Multi-Block ADMM (MBADMM) can be formally described as follows:
MBADMM :
Partition variables of x into p blocks one time, denoted as x i , i = 1, ..., p Starting from an x 0 and multiplier y 0 , in each cycle/iteration solve :
. .
The original 2-block ADMM is a special case of MBADMM with p = 2. and its convergence have been extensively studied in the literature (e.g. [13, 14, 20, 22, 35] ). However, the two-block variable structure of the ADMM still limits the practical computational efficiency of the method, because, one factorization of a large matrix is needed at least once even for linear and convex quadratic programming (e.g., [29, 43] ). This drawback may be overcome by enforcing a multi-block structure of the decision variables in the original optimization problem, that is, partitioning them into more than 2 blocks. Unfortunately, a diverging example is given in [10] when p ≥ 3 even when the objective function is linear (separable among the multi-blocks).
Due to the simplicity of the MBADMM, there is an active research going on in developing multi-block ADMM variants with provable convergence and competitive numerical efficiency and iteration simplicity (e.g. [11, 22, 24, 38, 45] ), and on proving global convergence under some special conditions (e.g. [8, 15, 30, 31] ). One of the effective way to resolve the divergence issue of multi-block ADMM is to randomly permute the update order block-wise [11, 45] , where we denote this algorithm as Randomly Permuted (Cyclic) Multi-Block ADMM (RP-MBADMM). 
RP− MBADMM :
Paper [45] proved that the sequence generated by RP-MBADMM would converge linearly in expectation when the objective is linear. Subsequently, paper [11] proved that the sequence would converge linearly in expectation even when the objective is convex quadratic (non-separable) as it is in (1).
Randomly Assembled Cyclic Multi-Block ADM (RAC-MBADMM) [33] introduces more randomness into RP-MBADMM and it can be viewed as a decomposition-coordination procedure that decomposes the problem in a random fashion and combines the solutions to small local sub-problems to find the solution to the original largescale problem. The algorithm consists of a cyclic update of randomly constructed blocks of (primal) variables,
x i ∈ X i , followed by a dual ascent type update for Lagrange multipliers y:
Starting from an x 0 and multiplier y 0 , in each cycle/iteration do :
randomly (without replacement) assemble primal variables of x into p blocks, denoted by x i , i = 1, . . . , p, then solve :
(5) † problem structure can be used to pre-group variables into (semi-) permanent blocks
One can see that MBADMM is a special case of RAC-MBADMM in which the blocks are constructed once using a deterministic or randomized rule and kept fixed, and optimized in each cycle/iteration following a fixed block order. RP-MBADMM can be also seen as a special case of RAC-MBADMM, where the blocks of the former are constructed once using a predetermined or randomized rule and kept fixed, and optimized in each cycle/iteration with a randomly permuted block order.
There are also distributed variants of multi-block ADMM via multiple variable-splitting developed in [3, 37] . The methods construct a multi-block problem, which is equivalent to a two-block problem via variable splitting [4] , and perform a separate augmented Lagrangian minimization over x i . Because of the multiple variable splitting, the distributed ADMM approach increases the number of both variables and constraints in the problem, which in turn makes the algorithms not very efficient for solving high dimensional problems. In addition, the method is not provably working for solving problems with non-separable objective functions such as the one in (1).
In this paper, we apply general purpose and randomized MBADMM methods for solving a few selected Machine Learning problems such as Linear Regression, LASSO, Elastic-Net, and SVM (Supporting Vector Machine). We demonstrate that RAC-MBADMM and RP-MBADMM could significantly outperform, in both solution time and quality, other optimization algorithms/codes for solving these machine learning problems, and match up the performance of the best tailored methods such as Glmnet or LIBSVM. In certain problem regions randomized MBADMM methods actually achieve a much better performance than that of the tailored methods.
Our current paper is organized as follows. In the next section we show theoretical results with respect to expected convergence of RAC-MBADMM, followed by numerical tests presented in Section 3. In section 3.1 we compare our general purpose convex quadratic optimization solver [40] with Glmnet [19, 42] , OSQP [43] and the Matlab built-in solver on Linear Regression, and in Section 3.2 with LIBSVM [9] and the Matlab built-in solver on SVM. The summary of our contributions with concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
Convergence of RAC-MBADMM
As shown in [10] , the convergence result for 2-block ADMM cannot be directly extended to the multi-block case. To remove the possibility of divergence, paper [45, 46] shows that, with randomly permuted block-wise update order, RP-MBADMM converges in expectation when the objective is linear. In [11] the authors focused on solving the linearly constrained convex optimization with coupled convex quadratic objective, and proved the convergence in expectation of RP-MBADMM for the non separable multi-block convex quadratic programming. (1) . Then the expected output converges to some KKT point of (1) .
Note that in almost all regression problems, A is assumed to be random (Gaussian or sub-Gaussian) so that A T σ A σ is full rank as long as the block size is less than the number of rows in A. Since H σ,σ 0 and β > 0, we have, for each block, H σ,σ + βA
A σ i ≻ 0 with probability one.
Let Γ (n,p) denote all possible updating combinations for RAC with n variables and p blocks, and let σ ∈ Γ (n,p) denote one specific updating combination for RAC-MBADMM. Then the total number of updating combina-
p where s ∈ Z + denotes size of each block with p· s = n. Let υ i ∈ Υ (n,p) denote one specific block composition or partition of n decision variables into p blocks, where Υ (n,p) is the set of all possible block compositions. Then, the total number of all possible block compositions is given by
Recall the augmented Lagrangian function described with Eq. 2, and consider one specific update order gener-
be s × s block matrix defined with respect to σ i rows and σ j columns as
By setting z := (x; y), RAC-MBADMM could be viewed as a linear system mapping iteration
Finally, the expected mapping matrix M is given by
With the preliminaries defined, to prove Theorem 2.2, we follow the same proof structure as in [11, 45, 46] , and show that under Assumption 2.1:
;
, then the eigenvalue 1 has a complete set of eigenvectors; (4) Steps (2) and (3) imply the convergence in expectation of the RAC-MBADMM.
In the proof we make use of Theorem 2 from [11] , which describes RP-MBADMM convergence in expectation under specific conditions put on matrices H and A, and Weyl's inequality, which gives the upper bound on maximum eigenvalue and the lower bound on minimum eigenvalue of a sum of Hermitian matrices. Proofs for items (2) and (3) are identical to proofs given in [11] , Section 3.2, so here we focus on proving item (1). The following lemma completes the proof of expected convergence of RAC.
To prove Lemma 2.3, we first show that for any block structure υ i , the following proposition holds. Proposition 2.4. Q υ i S is positive definite and symmetric, and
Then noticing that by definition of Q,
Q υ i S where Q υ i S is positive definite and symmetric. Let λ 1 (A) denote the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A, then as all Q υ i S are Hermitian matrices, by
Weyl's theorem, we have
and as λ 1 (Q υ i S ) < 4 3 for each i,
which completes the proof of Lemma 2.3, and thus establishes that RAC-MBADMM is guaranteed to converge in expectation.
Note that expected convergence does not impliy convergence, but is an evidence for convergence for solving most problems, e.g., when iterations are bounded. For the strong notion of convergence we use convergence almost surely as an indicator of RAC-MBADMM convergence. Convergence almost surely as a measure for stability has been used in linear control systems for quite some time.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 holds, and that RAC-MBADMM (5) is employed to solve problem (1). Then the output of RAC-MBADMM converges almost surely to some KKT point of (1) if
ρ(E(M σ ⊗ M σ )) < 1 where M ⊗ M
is the Kronecker product of M with itself.
In the proof ( [33] Section 2.2.4) we make use of Borel-Cantelli's theorem to show that RAC-MBADMM converges to the solution almost surely, or a.s. in short.
3 Solving ML problems with Randomized MBADMM
In this section we apply RAC-MBADMM and RP-MBADMM methods to few selected machine learning (ML) problems related to convex quadratic optimization, namely Linear Regression (Elastic-Net) and SVM. To solve the problems we use our general-purpose QP solver, RACQP, which implements RAC-MBADMM algorithm in Matlab [32] , and is freely available for download at [40] . The experimental results reported in this section were done using 16-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 machine with 96Gb memory running Debian linux 4.9.168. All the results reported in this section were obtained using a single thread run. Matlab default parallelization of matrix multiplication and similar was disabled.
RAC-MBADMM Solution for Linear Regression using Elastic Net
For a classical linear regression model, with known feature matrix X ∈ R n×p and observed measures y ∈ R n , where n is number of observations and p is number of features, one solves the following unconstrained opti-
with P λ,α (β) = λ{ 1−α 2 β 2 + α β 1 } used for Elastic Net model. By adjusting α and λ, one could obtain different models: for ridge regression, α = 0, for Lasso α = 1, and for classic linear regression, λ = 0. For the problem to be solved by multi-block ADMM, we use variable splitting and reformulate the problem as follows
Note that in (6) we follow the standard machine learning Elastic Net notation in which β, together with z, are the decision variables in the optimization formulation, rather than x in (1).
, and let γ denote the augmented Lagrangian penalty parameter with respect to constraint β − z, and ξ be the dual with respect to constraint β − z = 0. The augmented Lagrangian could then be written as
We apply RAC-MBADMM algorithm by partitioning β into multi-blocks, but solve z as one block. For any given β k+1 , optimizer z * k+1 has the closed form solution.
where ξ i is the dual variable with respect to constraint β i − z i = 0, and S (a, b) is soft-threshold operation [18] .
In order to solve classic linear regression directly, X T X must be positive definite which can not be satisfied for p > n. However, RAC-MBADMM only requires each sub-block X T sub X sub to be positive definite, so that, as long as block size s < n, RAC-MBADMM can be used to solve the classic linear regression.
Experimental results
In this section we compare our solver with Glmnet [19, 42] , Matlab-Lasso (a Matlab built-in solver) and OSQP [43] on synthetic dense and large scale sparse problems and selected LIBSVM regression benchmark instances [9] . We set our solver to use RP-MBADMM mode in addition to default RAC-MBADMM so to compare the results obtained by those different but related random techniques.
In [33] the authors provide numerical evidence that RP-MBADMM suffers from slow convergence to a high precision level on L ∞ -norm of equality constraints. They also show that there is a benefit of utilizing RP-MBADMM solver mode -because the block structure is fixed, the solver needs to create a sub-problem matrix only once (it can also pre-factorize the matrices once to further reduce the computational burden) and store information for use when solving sub-problems in consequent iterations. In contrast, RAC-MBADMM mode reformulates sub-blocks for each iteration, meaning that the sub-problem matrices H σ i ,σ i + βA
A σ i needs to be constructed and solved repetitively at every cycle for every sub-problem. RP-MBADMM mode is advantageous to use over RAC-MBADMM when the solution of the problem does not need to be solved to a high accuracy and when the maximum number of iterations is limited (to some small number), as it is the case with regression problems. While low accuracy is beneficial to both RAC-MBADMM and RP-MBADMM, as fewer iterations are needed to satisfy primal residual tolerance requirement, the limited number of iterations benefits RP-MBADMM more -slow convergence does not have "time" to influence the result. For some regression instances, as we show in the experimental results that follow, RP-MBADMM performs better (in run-time) as compared to RAC-MBADMM.
Synthetic Data
For dense synthetic problems, the data set X is generated uniform randomly with n = 10, 000, p = 50, 000, with zero sparsity, while for the ground truth β * we use standard Gaussian and set sparsity of β * to 0.1. Due to the nature of the problem, estimation requires lower feasibility precision, so we fix number of iterations to 10 and 20. Glmnet solver benefits from having a diminishing sequence of λ, but given that many applications (e.g. see [2] ) require a fixed λ value , we decided to use fixed λ for all solvers. Note that the computation time of RAC-MBADMM solver is invariant regardless of whether λ is decreasing or fixed. In Table 1 we report on the average cross-validation run-time and the average absolute L2 loss for all possible pairs (α, λ) with parameters chosen from α = {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} and λ = {1, 0.1, 0.01}. Without specifying, RAC-MBADMM solver run-time parameters were identical across the experiments, with augmented Lagrangian penalty parameter γ = 0.1λ for sparsity < 0.995, γ = λ for sparsity > 0.995, and block size s == 100. Large scale sparse problem data-set X is generated from uniform random distribution with n = 40, 000, p = 4, 000, 000. We set sparsity = 0.998. For ground truth β * we use standard Gaussian and set sparsity of β * to 0.5. Similarly to the dense problems, we fix λ, and noticing (Table 1 ) increasing the step size does not significantly improve the results on dense problems, we fix number of iteration equals to 10. The experimental results on the large scale sparse problem are given in Table 2 . We report on the average cross-validation run time and the average absolute L2 loss for all possible pairs (α, λ) with parameters chosen from α = {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} and λ = {1, 0.1 0.01}. We also report best L2 loss for each solver. Notice it take more than 10, 000 seconds for Matlab-Lasso to solve even one estimation, therefore here we only report comparison between Glmnet, RAC and RP. The results show that RAC-MBADMM solver outperforms significantly all other solvers in total time while being competitive in absolute L2 loss. However, one can further speedup the computation time by fixing blockstructure (RP-MBADMM) as here we set an upper bound on the number of iteration. In terms of time, for dense problem, RAC-MBADMM is 3 times faster compared with Matlab-Lasso and 7 times faster compared with Glmnet. RP-MBADMM is 6 times faster compared with Matlab-Lasso, and 14 times faster compared with Glmnet. For sparse problem, RAC-MBADMM is more than 30 times faster compared with Matlab-Lasso, and 3 times faster compared with Glmnet. RP-MBADMM is 4 times faster compared with Glmnet. While performing simulations we observed that increasing number of iteration does not significantly improve performance of prediction. In fact, absolute L2 loss remains similar even when number of iteration is increased to 100. This further gives an advantage to RAC-MBADMM, as RAC-MBADMM benefits the most when number of iteration is relatively small.
Benchmark instances
In this section we report on performance of solvers when addressing selected regression instances taken from LIBSVM [9] benchmark repository, namely E2006-tfidf and log1pE2006.
E2006-tfidf is a large size sparse problem (density of 0.009) with the feature size p = 150, 360 and number of training data n train = 16, 087. The size of test set n test = 3, 308 with the null training error of test set of 221.8758. For the experiments we fix number of iterations to 10, and vary λ = {1, 0.1 0.01} and α = {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1}. We use the training set to predict β * , and compare the model error (ME) of test set returned by the solvers.
In Table 3 we show the performance of OSQP and Matlab-Lasso for a single parameter combination, α = 1 and λ = 0.01. Since QSQP and Matlab-Lasso are less competitive with Glmnet, in Table 4 we compare our solver RAC and RP with Glmnet only, by averaging over the model error of test set for different α. The table shows the average run-time and training error collected from experiments with α = {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} From the tables we observe that RAC-MBADMM solver is faster than Glmnet for all run-time parameters and that it achieves the best training model error, 22 .0954, of all the solvers. In terms of time, RAC-MBADMM is 14 times faster compared with OSQP, 38 times faster compared with Matlab-Lasso, and 4 times faster compared with Glmnet. RP-MBADMM is 28 times faster compared with OSQP, 18 times faster compared with MatlabLasso and 8 times faster compared with Glmnet.
Note that two-block ADMM based solvers (OSQP [43] and Matlab lasso) due to the inefficiency in factorization of a matrix require more than 1000 seconds to solve the problem even when number of iterations is as low as 10. Glmnet, which does a cyclic coordinate descent algorithm on each variable (similar to RAC-MBADMM when set to use number of blocks equal to problem size), performs significantly better than OSQP and Matlab- Table 5 shows the experimental results for OSQP and Matlab-Lasso with α = 1 and λ = 0.01. Again, Table 6 compares RAC and RP solvers with Glmnet only, by averaging over the model error of test set for different α. The table shows the average run-time and training error collected from experiments with α = {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}. In terms of model error, RAC-MBADMM and RP-MBADMM are still competitive and is of the same level compared with Glmnet. Both Glmnet and RAC-MBADMM outperforms OSQP in terms of model error. The slightly worse model error for either RAC-MBADMM or RP-MBADMM could be resulted from the severe over-fit of the problem data, and Glmnet seems to handle over-fit better due to its coordinate cyclic algorithm structure. In terms of time, RAC-MBADMM is 12 times faster compared with OSQP, and 5 times faster compared with Glmnet. RP-MBADMM is 16 times faster compared with OSQP, and 7 times faster compared with Glmnet.
RAC-MBADMM Solution for SVM
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning method for classification, regression, and other learning tasks. The method learns a mapping between the features x i ∈ R r , i = 1, . . . n and the target label y i ∈ {−1, 1} of a set of data points using a training set and constructs a hyperplane w T φ(x) + b that separates the data set. This hyperplane is then used to predict the class of further data points. The objective uses Structural Risk Minimization principle which aims to minimize the empirical risk (i.e. misclassification error) while maximizing the confidence interval (by maximizing the separation margin) [49, 50] .
Training an SVM is a convex optimization problem, with multiple formulations, such as C-support vector classification (C-SVC), υ-support vector classification (υ-SVC), ǫ−support vector regression (ǫ−SVR), and many more. As our goal is to compare the generalized RAC-MBADMM solver against specialized SVM software and not to compare SVM methods themselves, we decided on using C-SVC ( [5, 12] ), with the dual problem formulated as
with Q ∈ R n×n , Q 0,
is a kernel function, and regularization parameter C > 0. The optimal w satisfies w = n i=1 y i α i φ(x i ), and the bias term b is calculated using the support vectors that lie on the margins (i.e. 0 < α i < C) as b i = y i − w T φ(x i ). To avoid numerical stability issues, b is then found by averaging over b i . The decision function is defined with f (x) = Sign(w T φ(x) + b).
Experimental results
We compare RAC-MBADMM with LIBSVM [9] , due its popularity, and with Matlab-SVM , due to its ease of use. These methods implement specialized approaches to address the SVM problem (e.g. LIBSVM uses a Sequential Minimal Optimization, SMO, type decomposition method [6, 16] ), while our approach solves the optimization problem (7) directly. The only "specialization" of RAC-MBADMM solution for SVM is in the use of partially cached kernel -kernel entries K(x i , x j ) are calculated dynamically with a limited amount of data stored in memory. The implementation of the cached Hessian is very simple (due to inflexibility of Matlab to provide a direct access to memory so to be able to define special SVM-friendly data-structures) and limited by memory of the computer in use (we limit the size of cache to 70% of free memory, swap not used).
The LIBSVM benchmark library provides a large set of instances for SVM, and we selected a representative subset: training data sets with sizes ranging from 20,000 to 580,000; number of features from eight to 1.3 million. We use the test data sets when provided (limited to 100,000 data points to speedup the testing phase), otherwise we create train and test data sets by splitting the provided data using the first 70% of the data for training and the last 30% for testing. This split was used for all but "covtype.binary" instance as described later in this section.
In Table 7 we report on model training run-time and accuracy, defined as (num. correctly predicted data)/(total testing data size)×100%. RAC-MBADMM parameters were as follows: max block size s = 100 except for "news20.binary" where s = 1000; augmented Lagrangian penalty β = 0.1p, where p is the number of blocks (refer to Eq. 5 for details), which in this case is found to be p = ⌈n/s⌉, with n being the size of training data set. In the experiments we use Gaussian kernel, K(x i , x j ) = exp(− 1 2σ 2 x i − x j 2 ). Kernel parameters σ and C were estimated by running a grid-check on cross-validation. We tried different pairs (C, σ) and picked those that returned the best cross-validation accuracy when instances were solved using RAC-MBADMM. We then used those pairs to solve the instances with LIBSVM and Matlab. The best pairs were chosen from C = 0.01, 0.1, . . . , 10 3 and σ = 0.01, 0.1, . . . The results show that RAC-MBADMM produces classification models of equal quality as models produced by specialized software implementations. For all the instances we tried, the difference in accuracy prediction is less than 1% (except for "news20.binary" and "webspam_uni" as elaborated below). In addition, for most of mid-size problems (n < 100K) but a few cases, RAC-MBADMM found solutions faster than LIBSVM (speedup of 2 −28×) and for all instances faster than Matlab's SVM implementation (up to orders of magnitude faster). It is noticeable that while producing (almost) identical results as LIBSVM, the Matlab implementation is significantly slower.
All instances except for "news20.binary" have many more observations than features (n >> p), and thus the choice of the Gaussian kernel is the correct one. For instances where the number of features is larger than the number of observations, linear kernel is usually the better choice as the separability of the model can be exploited [51] and problem solved to similar accuracy in a fraction of time required to solve the non-linear kernel. The reason we used the Gaussian kernel on "news20.binary' instance is because we wanted to show that RAC-MBADMM is only mildly affected by the feature set size. Indeed, instances of the similar sizes but different number of features, namely "rcv1.binary", "news20.binary", "w7a" and "a8a", and "w8a" and "ijcnn1", are all solved by RAC-MBADMM in approximately same time. This is in contrast to run-time required by LIBSVM and Matlab, which are both affected by the feature space size. Note that "news20.binary" was not solved by Matlab -the implementation of fitcsvm() function that invokes Matlab-SVM algorithm requires full matrices to be provided as the input, what was impossible to do on the computer we used due to memory size. Matlab requested 141.3GB to store input data, what exceeded the available memory (96Gb). The same applies to "skin_nonskin" and "covtype-binary" instances.
"Skin_nonskin" benchmark instance "marks" a point where our simple kernel caching procedure starts showing weaknesses. With only about 25% of the kernel data in memory and the rest being calculated on request, RAC-MBADMM cannot compete anymore with powerful LIBSVM heuristics. The difference is even more profound with "webspam_uni" instance, where LIBSVM produced a better result in a much shorter time than our algorithm. Note that the accuracy of RAC-MBADMM could be improved by forcing the algorithm to perform more iterations (effectively enforcing the algorithm to improve on the dual residual), under the cost of accruing additional run-time.
The largest instance we addressed is "covtype.binary", with more than half of million observations and the (relatively) small feature size (p = 54). For this instance testing dataset was not provided so we created training and testing datasets by splitting the obesrvations following 70/30% rule. When we used first 70% for training and the last 30% of data for testing (as wo do for all the other instanes), the accuracy returned by both RAC-MKADMM and LIBSVM was 36.9%. Another experiment with the first 20% of the dataset used for training and the 10% data that follows for testing returned accuracy of 71.2%, hinting that the "covtype.binary" dataset is ordered, with observations grouped by the class/features. To overcome this problem we made two sets of train/test datasets: () by randomly choosing vectors (without replacement) following 70/30% split; ( †) by using the whole input dataset for training and creating the testing dataset by randomly choosing 30% of the observations. Note that in the latter setting the reported accuracy is the accuracy of the training itself. Performance-wise, RAC-MKADMM continued slowing down but improved in accuracy of the classification, matching that of LIBSVM for the instance (1) but not for the instance (2) . Note that the latter result, as it is the case with "webspam_uni" instance, could be improved by setting RAC-MBADMM to run for more iterations, but we decided on not doing so as we wanted to use the same set of run-time parameters across all the experiments. LIBSVM experienced a large hit in run-time performance, requiring almost two days to solve the full size problem (RAC-MBADMM solved it in 20h). This signals that the algorithms employed by LIBSVM are put to the limit and specialized algorithms (and implementations) are needed to handle large-scale SVM problems.
The degradation in performance observed for large-scale SVM problems is not of a major concern, since the purpose of the experiments reported in this section is not to produce the best possible SVM results but to show that RAC-MBADMM is a versatile algorithm that can be directly applied to a wide range of problems and compete with the specialized software. The positive results for mid-size problems shown in the Table 7 hint that if RAC-MBADMM is merged with heuristic techniques to (temporarily) reduce the size of the problem (e.g. [27] ), smart kernel approximation techniques, and a probabilistic approach to shrinking the support vector set (e.g. [41] ), a better performance could be achieved for larger instances.
Summary
We apply a general purpose convex quadratic optimization solver, randomized multi-block ADMM (RAC-MBADMM or RP-MBADMM), to solving few selected machine learning problems such as Linear Regression, LASSO, Elastic-Net, and SVM. Our preliminary numerical tests, solving both synthetic and large-scale benchmark problems, demonstrate that our solvers significantly outperform other optimization algorithms/codes for solving these machine learning problems in both solution time and solution quality. Most times our solvers even perform better than the best tailored methods such as Glmnet and LIBSVM.
In addition, due to the smaller block size for each block, our solvers use much less computation memory space than other ADMM-based methods do, so that it is suitable in real applications with big data. For certain applications, many data are locally stored in multi-locations and they cannot be shared by a central solver nor with each other, which cases make our multi-block ADMM, such as RP-MBADMM, more suitable.
Randomized MBADMM can be also adapted in a distributed/parallel computation environment. For example, on solving regression problems, the major computation load is to form matrix X T sub X sub and compute its inverse or factorization for solving each sub-problem. But these tasks can be done independently and in-parallel by distributing X sub 's onto multiple computation units, then passing most recent solution β only among different computation units.
The randomized MBADMM can be further merged with some heuristic techniques (e.g. a variant of the shrinking technique [27] to temporarily reduce the size of the problem in SVM) to produce better performance for larger instances. In addition, for solving huge size problem sets, smart kernel approximation techniques, probabilistic approach or thresholding technique to reduce the support set, and other similar advanced memoryefficiency techniques could potentially be utilized in randomized MBADMM methods to make them even better. Of course, implementing RAC-MBADMM and RP-MBADMM in C/C++ would further improve their performance as well.
